
 

Nguyen Trai – Ba Dinh – High School        ENGLISH WRITTEN TEST TERM II– 10th form – New Edition(2018) 

Full name: ……………………                     Time allowed: 45 minutes – Theme 1 – Date:…………KEY 

Class: 10A……………………………          Teacher’s remark:……………Mark:……………… 

Write your answer in the numbered blank below : 

1. 2. 3. 4.  5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 

15. 16. 17. 18.  19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 26. 27.  28. 

 

Part A: Phonetics and stress: (1.25 pts) 

I. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the rest. 

1. 1. A. eliminate B. violence C. right D. child 

2. 2. A. enrollment B. control C. loneliness D. force  

II. Choose one word whose stress pattern is different from the rest. 

3. 3. A. disappearance B. generation C. conservation D. vulnerable  

4. 4. A. animal B. invention C. energy D. influence 

5. 5. A. advertise  B. advantage C. advancement D. adapted 

Part B : Vocabulary and grammar: Choose the best option (3.25pts) 

6. ________ are non – renewable energy sources such as coal, fuel oil and natural gas formed from dead plants and 

animals underground. 

A. Greenhouse effects         B. Global warming          C. Deforestation                              D. Fossil fuels 

7. By using an __________ device such as a laptop,  a smartphone……… can you learn English effectively. 

A. electric                           B. electronic                    C. electrified                                    D. electrical 

8. Like children elsewhere, the children in Vietnam have greatly benefited _______ modern technology. 

A. from        B. in                      C. for               D. on 

9. - Catherine: “Why don’t we go camping this weekend?”  - Daisy: “__________________.” 

A.  I am not with you there             B. I can’t help thinking the same   

C. That’s a good idea                  D. I can’t agree with you 

10. One of the main areas of this organization is the sustainable use of natural resources. (Choose the SYNONYM for the 

underlined word) 

A. visible                               B. maintainable              C. forgettable                                   D. applicable 

11. You can_____ share information  through your PC, laptop or smartphone to your friends just in a few minutes. 

A. conveniently                     B. especially                    C. easily                                           D. carefully 

12. Today fathers are taking __________ role in caring for children and helping around the house. 

A. a more active       B. more active                  C. the less active                             D. less active 

13. “Tháng năm rực rỡ” is ________ film _____ I have ever seen. 

A. the better/ which       B. the better / that             C. the best / that                             D. the best / which 

14. The lights were red but the car didn’t stop. The driver  ____________the red light. 

A. mustn’t have seen        B. can’t have seen            C. may  have seen                          D. needn’t have seen 

15. Vietnam Lee & Man Paper Manufacturing Limited in Hau Giang province  admitted __________the environment, 

affecting nearby households during a dry run of its waste treatment plant. 

   A. polluting                          B. to pollute                      C. polluted                                      D. being polluted 

16. The foreign language __________ in most schools in Vietnam now is English. 

A.  taught                     B. which is teaching           C. which are taught                      D. teaching  

17. __________ harder he worked, _________ more he earned. 

A.  The / x                             B. A / a                               C. x / the                                       D. The / the 

18. True gender equality ____________ when both men and women reach a balance between work and family. 

A. can achieve                      B. should be achieved        C. can be achieved                      D. should achieve 

Part C. Reading (2.5 pts) 

I. Read the passage and choose the best answer A, B, C, or D to complete the gaps. 

WHY DO ANIMALS GO EXTINCT? 
Different kinds of animals have appeared and disappeared throughout Earth’s history. Some animals go extinct because 

the climate in the place(19)______ they live changes. The climate may become wetter or drier. It may become warmer or 

cooler. If the animals cannot change or adapt  to the new climate, they die. 

Some animals go extinct because they cannot (20) ______ with other animals for food. Some animals go extinct because 

they are killed by enemies. New kinds of animals are always evolving. Evolving means that the animals are changing 

(21)____ from generation to generation. Small differences between parents, children, and grandchildren slowly add up 

over  many generations. Eventually, a different kind of animal evolves. 

Sometimes many of the animals on Earth go extinct at the (22)______ time. Scientists call this a mass extinction. 

Scientists think there (23)______ at least five mass extinctions in Earth’s history. The last mass extinction happened 

about 65 million years ago. This mass extinction killed off the dinosaurs. 
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19. A. which                            B. where                              C. what                                               D. when 

20. A. compete                        B. find                                  C. complete                                        D. exist 

21. A. suddenly                       B. quickly                             C. slowly                                            D. accidentally 

22. A. different                       B. various                             C. similar                                           D. same 

23. A. will be                         B. are                                    C. have been                                      D. has been 

II. Read the passage carefully and choose the best answer. 

The search for alternative sources of energy has led in various directions. Many communities are burning garbage and 

other biological waste products to produce electricity.  Converting waste products to gases or oil is also an efficient way 

to dispose of wastes. Experimental work is being done to derive synthetic fuels from coal, oil shale, and coal tars. But to 

date, that process has proven expensive. Other experiments are underway to harness power with giant windmills. 

Geothermal power is also being tested. Some experts expect utility companies to revive hydroelectric power derived 

from streams and rivers. Fifty years ago hydroelectric power provided about 33 percent of the electricity used in the 

United States, but today it supplies only 4 percent. The oceans are another potential source of energy. Scientists are 

studying ways to convert the energy of ocean currents, tides, and waves to electricity. Experiments are also underway to 

make use of temperature differences in ocean water to produce energy. 

24. What is the best title of the passage? 

 A. The Use of Water Products for Energy.  B. The Search for Alternative Sources of Energy. 

C. Efficient Ways of Disposing of Waste.              D. New Discoveries in Geothermal Power. 

25. What provided one third of the electricity in the United States fifty years ago? 

A. Wind       B. Waste products          C. Water   D. Oil 

26. Which of the following is NOT mentioned in the passage as an alternative source of energy? 

A. Burning of garbage                B. Geothermal power     C. Synthetic fuels  D. Electricity 

27. According to the author, what is the impracticability of deriving synthetic fuels from coal, oil shale and coal tars as 

sources of energy due to? 

A. They take a lot of time.                B. They are expensive. 

C. They are non-renewable resources.     D. They are scarce resources. 

28. What can be inferred from the paragraph? 

A. All alternative production of energy will be derived from water. 

B. Hydroelectric power will be the main source of energy. 

C. Synthetic fuels will be the principal source of alternative energy. 

D. Alternative energy will come from a variety of sources. 

Part D: Writing (3 pts) 

I. Give the correct word forms in the brackets. 

29. This university is ranked as one of the most successful institutions which have made _considerable______ progress 

in gender equality. (consider) 

30. Air __pollutants___ contribute to the greenhouse effect, which can lead to a series of environmental problems. 

(pollute) 
31. Personally, I do not support the use of electronic devices in learning because I see a lot of their disadvantages. 

(person) 

II. Find and correct one mistake in each sentence below. 

32. The bigger the engine of a car is, the much fuel it uses. 

          A             B                                    C                D                    C. the more 

33. He asked his father when would he deal with the problem. 

           A                                     B                C     D       B. when he would deal 

34. This job suits the students whom want to work during holidays. 

                  A                              B                  C          D          B. who 

35. The altar believes to be the place where the ancestor’s souls live. 

                       A         B                      C                                       D      A. is believed 

III. Rewrite these sentences so that the second sentence has a similar meaning to the first one. 

36. This film is interesting, but the film we saw last week was more interesting. 

- The film we saw last week was more interesting than this film. 

37. Students going to schools by electronic bikes must obey all traffic laws. 

- All traffic laws must be obeyed by students going to schools by electronic bikes. 

38. “If I were you, I would join the voluntary team tomorrow”, said Mike. 

- Mike advised me to join the voluntary team the following day/ the next day. 

39. Linh told me her email address. I wrote it in a piece of paper. (Combine the sentences, using a Relative Pronoun) 

- Linh told me her email address, which I wrote  in a piece of paper . 

40.80 people/in/on/a suspected chemical attack/More/ were killed/in/4
th
 April,2018./north-western Syria (Rearrange 

these words  to make a meaningful sentence) 

   - More than 80 people were killed in a suspected chemical attack in north-western Syria on 4
th

 April,2018. 

 

The end. 
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